
Question Asked Answer Given
Is there a easy way to do scene creation such as "Party" mode? Yes, there is now a feature called Media Scenes that does that.  It 

is available in the first release of the CP4-R, as well as the next 
firmware update for the CP3-R.

CP3-R to CP4-R - How do we upgrade and what programs are in place for this? Uboxed CP3-R's or 
my showrooms or home?

As far as how do you upgrade an existing CP3-R to a CP4-R, there 
will be instructions in the manual that describe which configuration 
file to copy from the CP3-R to the CP4-R, and a Powshell script will 
be available to do the same.

Does OS 3 allow Push Notifications? The very first release won’t have it yet, but it’s being developed and 
will come in a later release.

When will the ability to transfer a configuration from a PYNG-HUB to a CP3-R or even the CP4R be 
ready?

The ability to transfer from a CP3-R to a CP4-R will be available the 
day the CP4-R ships.  Transferring from a Pyng-Hub to a CP4-R is 
planned and announcements will be made for the date when it gets 
closer to completion.

WIll there be a charge for the Crestron Home App? Those details are still being finalized.  The current plan is when 
local on the LAN it’s free and there will be a charge when 
accessing the home remotely.

Ring or doorbird intercoms support? Pyng focused first on 2N door station since it’s a very solid product 
and can handle multiple video streams at once.  We may allow 
others in the future. 

Is there going to be a dark mode? That is current on the roadmap.
Can I double 2 CP4R's on the same project? As of today, there can be one Pyng processor per system.  We 

have roadmap plans to allow multiple in the future.
How will the OS2 -> OS3 upgrade work within the same CP4-R? That will simply be done with a firmware update to your CP4-R and 

TSWs.  Plus, any UI that is configured, you will need to remove 
them, then re-add them to get the new experience.

Is NVX supported through PYNG? Yes!  NVX works really well in pyng and pyng configures most of it 
for you, since it can discover them on the network.

Will the OS3 support 3rd Party lighting & shade control? It will in a future release.
3rd Party Pool & Spa control? That is on the roadmap and will be a available in a future release.
What is the device total limit? The device limits are all published in each processor’s manual.
Are these new max stats for OS2 at launch, or specs for OS3? Good question.  Those stats are for the CP4-R with OS 2.  OS 3 is 

more efficient so we may be able to publish larger numbers once 
we are further along with OS 3 testing.

thanks. good stuff Thank you
will customers who have cp4r with os2 be able to update to OS3 at not cost? That is correct.  It is a free firmware upgrade.
can the quantity of devices change if you don't max out other devices, i.e. I only have 16 video zones 
and remotes, can I have more shades/ lighting circuits / keypads?

Likely, but if you go passed the publish maximum s you should 
reach out to Tech Sales to have them analyse your system, then 
get back to you.

What SG objects will be available if running OS3? Initially it will be the same SG objects as currently available in OS2

Is there voice-command control with OS3?  Alexa or Google Home, etc.?  Thanks. OS 3 will ship with the same voice features that are already in OS 
2.

Is the CP4-R a Linux box? Under the hood it is.
What about Xpanels? Xpanel will still be available for dealer setup and initially there is no 

end-user OS 3 xpanel.
Does the Floor Heating have to be it's own zone/tstat, or can you use the "dual function" of a CHV-
TSTAT with air sensor plus a slab sensor for floor warming?

You can use the dual function.

How many C2N-AMP-6X100 can I run? You can run up to 3 in a system
Backward compatibility with older Crestron products? Is the a list? Yes, you can find the list here: crestron.com/pyng then you scroll 

down to this section: Products powered by Crestron Pyng OS 2 

Scales to all iOS resolutons seemlessly? Yes, it is responsive and scales to various screen sizes.
Any plans on bring the Vacation Scheduler into OS3? Yes, we have plans to add that some time after the initial launch of 

OS 3.
Is there going to be feedback on relay states (fireplaces, etc.)?  Currently they are only available 
through a macro trigger and no feedback on state.

Yes, we have plans to add that some time after the initial launch of 
OS 3.

With the two apps, dealer and user, will the dealer app run the full UI or is it just for setup? The dealer app will just be for setup and scheduler and scene 
setup.

Is there a way to know that the button has been pressed after "the check"? ie: different color on button Not currently.

Can the CP4R be used in a custom programming type job? CP4-R is designed to run Pyng, not a custom SIMPL or Studio 
program.

Are the "bubbled up" functions dynamic?  Does the app learn user preferences/habits? These currently are configured by the dealer so they can define 
which ones display in each room.

Will the Crestron Home app load data faster than the current Pyng app (current Pyng app takes 
roughly 7sec before you can use it)

Yes, much faster.  The quick startup time was an important 
requirement from the very beginning of developing this app.

Any ability to add macros - ie. press the menu button when an appleTV is selected as a source so that 
it turns on automatically?

There are events exposed on each media zone where you can 
trigger some commands when the room turns on.  A macro style of 
building in multiple commands and delays is coming in a future 
release.

Can programming/configuration be done without internet connection. If not, after programming with 
internet connection can the system be disconnected from the internet and still fully perform? 

If on the local network you can commission the system without an 
internet connection.  Also, if later the system is disconnected from 
the internet, the system will still function,  you just will not see 
internet related features such as dynamic tv presets.



I have a one-off job where the client has requested intercoms in their residence, we don't normally 
deploy intercoms, but does Crestron Home support intercom's?

We support 2N door stations, but currently not room to room 
intercom yet.

wll there be any simplwin hooks to/from the OS3 system? OS 3 will have support for the existing SIMPL trigger and listen 
modules.

Wondering if we'll have support for hardiwired relay expanders. Curently it's only the 8 onboard relay. It already supports the INET-IOEX-RYIO and the CEN-IO products 
in the end of April release.

When will there be control for Sonos Playbar and Sonos Beam Units Yes, all Sonos speakers are supported.
Will the door lock funtionality be expanded in os3? That is on the roadmap for a future release.
are apps licensed?  Is there a different app for each device?  phone and tablet?  Cost for each? The same app runs on the phone and tablet.  The UI is optimised 

for each.  As far as cost, those details are still being finalized.  The 
current plan is when local on the LAN it’s free and there will be a 
charge when accessing the home remotely.

Will this control Amazon FireTV? Yes, the system already supports Amazon Fire TV.
Integration with Google Home? That is on the roadmap.
How much for Demo unit, and when will it be realeased? The CP4-R will be released in April and is the same price as the 

CP3-R.
Can you add custom buttons for sources? Ex: cable box power button, or unique commands to 
sources?

Yes, there is a concept of an overflow menu, where miscellaneous 
commands can be displayed.

Integration with 3rd party applications? Doorbird, Nest or other cams, ntercom, holovision, etc.? Sources and displays use dynamic drivers that come from the 
cloud or side-loaded by you.  For all other device types we have 
roadmap plans to implement other device types so you can create 
your own drivers for those device types.

Will system push updates automatically? For the first few releases it will be dealer initiated updates.  We are 
eventually going to get to the point where updates can go directly to 
the devices and we are designing that carefully.

Doorbell support with Swamp-24x8? Doorbell interrupts are not yet part of the system.
Please comment on AppleTV voice control It is super fast on the TSR-310 for both mic response as well as on 

screen navigation.  We are working with Apple to verify the 
solution, so once we have those results we will publish the 
availability date.

Please comment on Comcast Voice Control We do have that on the roadmap and are working cloys with them 
to provide that feature in the future

Do you have plans to change the way Autonomic selects?  You currently have it selecting the service 
so things like Amazon music don't work.  Also if you have a 5 zone Autonomic you can have up to 30 
sources populate.

We have spoken with Autonmic and they expect to have a fix for 
Amazon not displaying in their next version of their e series 
firmware.

Are you going to have tech support that is Crestron home specific? Crestron has subject matter experts for Crestron Home, so calls 
on that topic will be routed accordingly.

Are you going to have better ways to trouble shoot with logging and so on? Over time we will be adding more diagnostics built into Crestron 
home.

Will there be more processors that will have the Home OS3 operating system?  Something like an MC3 
with an internal gateway.

It’s too soon to be making any official announcements but the trend 
is there will be more 4 series processors in different form factors 
that will have Crestron Home built in.

Does this give us a better interface for the CLC-1LEDPWM-RGBW-EX or other LED controllers? 
Currently it lacks ease of use in the Pyng interface to get specific colours or run colour scenes.

In a future version we will be adding a color wheel to the user 
experience instead of separate sliders for each color channel.

Will Ccrestron Home support keypad double tap/press and hold? We will be adding more button model options in a future release.
I have several cp3r unopened still new box. What can I do with them. Contact your RSM.
Is it browser based programming like current os2? Same configuration app as OS 2.
is the Crestron Home a Hosted interface, meaning I don't have to port forward to get it to work? For the initial release, yes you do need to port forward.  We are 

working on a cloud service for OS 3 so that in a future release the 
app and the processor will both reach out to the cloud to connect, 
so at that point you will not need to open ports.

can you limit "ROOMS" meaning not every interface should be able to see the Master Suite Yes, in a future release you will be able to do that.
will the TSR-310 remote be made to match the color scheme of this and the other Touchscreens Possibly when we add Dark mode to the Crestron Home app.
is there any chance this UI will EVER come to SIMPL? Crestron Home is a very dynamic system and SIMPL is very 

static, so as of now there are no plans to add SIMPL support.
Any chance 752 Touchpanels will be included in CP4-R? The performance just was not what the end users would expect on 

the 52 series.  So, Crestron Home will run on TSW-x60 series 
touch screens only.

Do older Pyng hub based solutions run OS3 or is that product discontinued? Only the CP4-R, and newer, will run OS 3.
CP4-R is coming in April, when will OS3 be available? We will publish that date as we get closer to launch.
Fuill browse experience with Sonos??? The Sonos API does not provide that.  If it ever does, Crestron will 

add that.  However, from Apps or TSW the user will be able to 
launch the Sonos app from Crestron Home.

What about multiple zone control of audio and video controls? How many quick actions and what does 
that actually include?

Yes, you can control audio and video sources in any zone 
including quickly seeing and adjusting volume in any room.

Availability of conditional programming, timer functions, variable states?  Advanced macros are on the roadmap.
presumably the photos of the home can be customized in the UI Yes, you can either take a picture right through the app, or load 

your own custom room images.
Does the enhanced Security/Password Step mean that every time the client goes back to the App on 
an iOS devices, that they'll have to enter a password??

No, that password entry is a 1 time thing just for the dealer when 
they commission the touch screen the first time.

what about projects requiring additional I/O or larger lighting / shading segments of the smart home 
system?

Additional IO can be added to a CP4-R.  If a system is even larger 
than what the CP4-R can do, you can still use D3 Pro, SIMPL, and 
VT Pro to create the largest of systems the traditional way.  In the 
future Crestron Home will be updated to allow multiple processors 
to work together.

is the pricing available for the CP4-R? Or will it be the same as the current CP3-R? The price for the CP4-R is exactly the same as the CP3-R.



You stated the CP3-R & CP4-R supports 8/16 Sonos devices but is there a limit to Crestron audio 
zones?

The current limit for CP4-R is 32 audio zones.

Can users use the web interface? A lot of my clients currently use that at there desks or when they 
are remote.

That is on the roadmap.  It’s a different experience, but for now the 
OS2 XPanel will still work.

We essentially ended Savant sales when they very briefly dropped pool control in PRO7. It's very 
important.

We will be adding pool support in a future versions n.

How would OS3 control a TV lift with swivel? In a future update we are adding another display related command 
list where you can add custom commands like that.  Until then you 
can make a screen or lift go up or down by triggering off of when a 
display goes on.  You can configure that on the Actions & Events 
step, then choose Media Zone Events.

Will the CP3-R get OS3 at same time as the release of the CP4-R? In April when the CP4-R first ships it will initially ship with OS 2.
Will we be able to customize the OS3 gui in any way?  Create custom buttons, etc You will be able to customise things by adding scenes or quick 

actions per room.  For sources you can add custom commands to 
the overflow menu, but you cannot draw your own screens like you 
can in VT Pro-e.

2N video door integration into OS3 via remote location? You would use the 2N app for that when OS 3 is initially launched.

does the OS3 has other language other than English? In a future release the UI will be translated for multiple languages.

How does OS3 handle multiple rooms selection on TSR-310 and TSW-xx touchpanels? You can control any other room from TSW touch screens.  For the 
TSR-310 you can go to settings and choose a different room.

Can you limit sources to a profile, i.e. can you not show on Roku device on a childs profile? Yes, that is how it will work eventually.  For the very first release, 
user profiles are not yet available.

Do  you only show lights and shades in the specific room that they reside? Yes, but you can create scenes in other rooms to control those 
and you can select and control any room in the house.

How difficult will an field upgrade from CP3-R to CP4-R be? How fast? We have had people do this in less than an hour.
Will OS3 integrate with HEOS It will eventually, just not in the first OS 3 release.
Can a dealer write its own OS3 IP driver Yes.  See details at developer.crestron.com.
Will it integrate with Apple HomeKit Yes, it will.  It may be a separate firmware update from the first 

OS3 update.
Will there be different themes of graphics? The Apple TV Controls were white on a white background. 
Half of my clients have bad vision

In a later version we will have a night mode.

Will there be any conditional logic? We have that on the roadmap.
Are the favorites unique to users or global? For the first OS 3 release they are global.
How about support for more 3rd party devices like Denon/marantz, Samsung, etc? We are constantly updating our driver database.  We have IP 

driver for those 3 manufacturers.
How can we managed devices if the drivers is not available? You can also side-load custom drivers.  See the CP3-R manual for 

the steps.
Very few devices can be controlled with IP, when the drivers will be available? Please look at the latest list.  Many more IP drivers were added 

over the last few months.
Will OS3 and the CP4R open up on board com ports for a security system?  Currently we are required 
to add a Pyng-Connect-Com.

A future firmware update will allow you to use the com ports on the 
CP4-R for security systems.

Will OS3 enable Multi-Zone AVR''s? Not yet, but those are on the roadmap.
The TV channels numbers for our area are not accurate, how can they be edited? You can create custom tv preset files.  See the CP3-R manual for 

details.
Can the CP4-R run other programs in different slots, or, like the CP3-R, is it locked down solely to 
OS3?

The CP4-R does not run SIMPL in other program slots.

Can we get an audible security notification on iphone when system is set off? Not for the initial release of OS 3.

Will there be a virtual interface to test how things work ahead of time before we have equipment 
installed

You will need the hardware to test the system.

Can the CP3-R be regroomed in to a CP3 and used for another use? No, it is different hardware.
where are the [25] trainging videos for OS2? Crestron.com/pyng then scroll down to almost the bottom of the 

page.
Will OS/3 still offer Pyng Actions/Events for integration with SIMPL?  What about integration with 
Studio?  Support for smart objects - lighting, etc.?

Yes, it uses the same trigger and listen modules and SG objects 
for the initial release.

Once you switch from Pyng app to Home Setup app, how do customers on OS1/OS2 install the app 
when they get a new phone / table?

We will still have the pyng app on the App Store for OS 1 and OS 2 
customers.

How can we add subsystems that aren't part of the prefab UI, such as gates and pools? Gates are already supported.  Pool controllers are on the roadmap 
to add.

What if customer has pyng hub in one house and cp4 in another do they have two diff apps Yes.  
Where is Crestron Studio situated with the intro of Cp4R and OS3? Similar to what it can do with a pyng-hub.
How do we migarted original Pyng hub customers? We have plans to build a conversion utility.
can this be used in a hospitality environment with Fusion? No, there are no hooks from OS 3 to Fusion.
what diagnostic tools are there for the OS2 or OS3 operating systems? We have Diagnostics build into it today and will be adding more 

over time to OS 3.
can we use the max of all the catagories at the same time Yes
will there be a console for dealers to manage mulitple systems from there office Yes, you can remotely us the configuration app if you open those 

ports.
Is there a way to pre-program a panelized lighitng system with OS2 or OS3? Building everything on-
site after it's all powered up is not ideal.

We are working on adding CP4-R support to myCrestron with more 
lighting pre-configuration features over the next few months.

Are there plans to support DGE1 and TSD2020? Not at this time.
Can I have IP cameras integrated into crestron home? Yes, a future update of OS 3.



OS2 has all apps page flip together. Does OS3 allow apps to work independently at the same time? Yes, they operate independently.

Can I do any programming ahead of deployment? I'd like to be able to set up 90% of the system in my 
office before getting to the job site

We are working on adding that to myCrestron.

so where exactly is the CP3r upgrade program?
Please tell me the latest ETA for the NVX firmware that will offer the Fan-Auto feature for the D30. That is shipping now.
So how do we handle customers with multiple homes?  Are you saying that a customer cannot have 
OS3 in motre than one home?

They can have 1 Crestron Home app controlling multipleOS 3 
homes.

Is the max size CP4-R system running os2 or os3? Can the CP4-R running OS2 do 300 lights? Those are the OS 2 numbers and yes 300 lighting loads.
Will the GUI  for os3 support Chinese It will eventually, but not at initial launch.
just to confirm on max lighting zones -  a clx-1dim8 would be considered as 8 of the total loads or 1 That is considered 8 lighting loads.
Is there a feedback for mute? Yes
TSW-760 on CP3-R  SONOS APP/CONTROL looks really BAD!!!! Any changes on the way? The Sonos UI was significantly reworked in OS 3.
Does OS2 or OS3 support integrating with Lutron lighting? Not yet, but it is n the roadmap.
is that climate guage with setpoint adjustments available as a smart graphic? The existing one will remain for the first release of OS 3.
I do a decent amount of "take-over" jobs. I actually just pulled out a Pyng hub and installed and 
reprogrammed system with an MC3. Since OS3 is cloud based, is it possible to pull down the system if 
you're not the original dealer/installer?

Yes, but only with the help of Customer Support.

 Can Home OS3 integrate with custom (SIMPL/VT) like OS2 did?

If so, will the Smart object retain the same new look?

No, this is a native app so it does not have separate SG objects 
with this new look.

If I want to continue using SIMPL and VTPro that will continue to be supported ? Yes
Do the Sonos grouping include all Sonos devices on the Sonos system or just Sonnex rooms? Both sonnet and Sonos zones can be grouped.
Will there be a way to print out engravings directly from the program? We are working on adding that to myCrestron.
What do we do with he half dozen CP3Rs we recently installed?  Customers have already seen the 
Crestron Home OS videos and are expecting this experience. 
What wii the TSR-310 interface look like? The TSR-310 is already the performance UI, so it will not change 

with the initial OS 3 release.
Will OS3 support 3rd party lighting systems like Vantage or Lutron? In a future version of OS 3.
Is the CP4-R the only Crestron Home OS3 processor? So far.
I know this has been requested before regarding the My Crestron Favorites to add parental lockout so 
you can prevent specific users from modifying their presets. Or an Admin / User level access where 
the user can not get to the edit pain. Will this be added and if so when?

It is on the roadmap for a future release.

Does Crestron Home OS3 support the DSP product line?  If not will they be added? It’s not in there now, but it may be added in the future.

how can we control a projector needing two off commands separated by a delay? IP, and serial drivers can already do this today.  IR double power 
off is being added.

Is new Cp-4 and OS3 will support ekey fingerprint scanner? OS 3 doesn’t use that finger print scanner.
DM-MD6X4 compatible? We have plans to add that.
are we offiicially into 4 series processors now? Yes.
Marcos? These are planned and on the roadmap.
Any plans to support multiroom platforms like Heos, Musiccast or Bluesound? Yes, that is in the plans for the future.
not a question...just a request.  we need a small form factor pyng processor for small apt like what the 
pyng hub was supposed to be 

Understood.

why doesn't pyng support devices like the HD-MD4X2-4K-E ? We will add switchers like this in the future.
Will there be a licensing fee to use 3rd party lighting systems? No
So what if you want to run 310 lighting loads? You should contact Tech Sales with your exact system and they 

can confirm this for you.
Will end-users have the ability to jump out of OS 3 app and into a different app like Sonos or Calendar?  
We use this feature on the TSW-xx60 and iPads but am curious if this will exist with Crestron Home 
OS 2 or 3.

Yes, it will launch Sonos from OS 3.

Will we be able to control AV, House audio and other functions with Josh.ai instead of just lighting? Yes, we are working with Josh.ai on that.
Can we name devices? Example "Doug's Apple TV" Yes.
Pyng Hub Migration to 0s2 and 0s3? The Pyng hub will stay at OS 1.
will there be any safeguard in place to prevent another outage like what we and all of our Pyng clients 
experienced on Valentines day? Also will there be any upgrade path from a CP3-CP4 for clients that 
were affected that may need a little love? Lastly I would like to say that I love pyng and am very happy 
with it and want to say thankyou.

Yes, we have put procedures and safeguards in place now to 
avoid that in the future.

is the only option for a wireless themostat in OS3 be the current Crestron model? Currently.  We will add dynamic driver support for thermostats in a 
future version so you can integrate any thermostat.

Compatible Door Stations All current IP 2N models. 
with OS2 and fan control we only had on and off. With OS3 will that be exspand to 3 or more presses 
meaning press 1 fan on, press 2 fan medium speed, press 3 fan high speed and press 4 Fan off. 
Currently that is not available, only on or off. 

Yes, that will be added to a future version of OS 3.

in regards to Tstats from my understanding crestron Tstats will NOT support veriable speed HVAC 
units so in that case will CH-OS3 support 3rd party HVAC control like Cool Automation which uses 
bacnet for control and will work with veriable speed motors?

We are adding BACnet support to OS 3 this summer.

when will OS3 be working in your experience centers ? We are working on adding that over the next few weeks.
Is there an upgrade program for Horizon Keypads Not at the moment, but that is a concept that we can explore.


